2017 CONCEPT2 CHALLENGES

2017 VIRTUAL TEAM CHALLENGE
JAN 1-31
Team members collectively row or ski as many meters as they can.

TOUR DE SKIERG 2017
FEB 1-28
A different skiing event each week.

MILITARY CHALLENGE 2017
FEB 1-28
Select your military affiliation and row or ski as many meters as you can.

2017 VALENTINE CHALLENGE
FEB 9-14
Row or ski 14,000 meters.

2017 SEASON MADNESS
MAR 1-31
Row or ski 5000 meters per day (2500 for kids and adaptive athletes).

WORLD ERG CHALLENGE 2017
MAR 15-APR 15
Team members row or ski as many meters as they can! (50,000 for kids and adaptive athletes).

GLOBAL MARATHON CHALLENGE
MAY 1-15
Full marathon 42.195 meters or Half marathon 21,097 meters.

SUMMER SOLSTICE CHALLENGE
JUNE 21
21,000 meters in one day. On water and on snow meters allowed.

2017 CONCEPT2 CHALLENGES
VISIT CONCEPT2CTS.COM/CTS-RESOURCES 877.887.8014

ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES
ALL YEAR LONG:
Annual Meters Honor Boards
Million Meter Clubs
Team Million Meter Club
Individual Marathon
Kids Distance Clubs
Occasional Surprise Challenges

2017 DOG DAYS OF SUMMER CHALLENGE
AUG 1-28
A different total distance goal each week for a total of 100,000 meters (50,000 for kids and adaptive athletes). On water and on snow meters allowed.

2017 FALL TEAM CHALLENGE
SEPT 15-OCT 15
Each team member rows or skis 100,000 or 200,000 meters (50,000 for kids and adaptive athletes).

2017 SKELETON CREW CHALLENGE
OCT 25-31
Row or ski 31,000 meters (10,000 for kids and adaptive athletes).

2017 HOLIDAY CHALLENGE
NOV 23-DEC 24
Row or ski 100,000 or 200,000 meters (50,000 for kids and adaptive athletes).